


























6.0 Gemini IGS Program Design

6.1 The Gemini Computer has an Inertial Guidance System (IGS) built by 
Honeywell Corporation that interfaces with the Gemini Computer to provide 
Platform Gimbal Angles and Accelerometer Delta Velocity increments from the 
Inertial Measuring Unit (IMU).  The Gemini Computer uses the PRO (Process Input or 
Output) instruction to input or output I/O data into or from the accumulator location 
specified by the operand address.  The accumulator is cleared before loading if bit 
“A9”equals a “1”. 

6.2 The Gimbal Angle readings by the Gemini Computer require a minimum of 5 
ms delay between each sampling.  The maximum sample time for all three angles 
(pitch, roll, and yaw) is 30 ms.

The GIMBAL subroutine (left hand symbol in program listing) processes the three 
gimbal angles.  The Input instructions and Output arguments for the 3 three angles 
are:

INPUT INSTRUCTION OUTPUT ARGUMENTS
PRO 436 PHBC, THBC, PSBC
PRO 446 EPY, EPR, EPP
PRO 456 DPHSC, DTHSC, DPSSC

The ACLMTI subroutine (left hand symbol in program listing) processes the three 
accelerometer values.  The Input instruction and its three output arguments are:

INPUT INSTRUCTION OUTPUT ARGUMENTS
PRO 445 FX, FY, FZ

6.3 One PRO 445 is used to read the velocity changes from all three axes of the 
platform electronics into the accumulator location, and to zero the reference 
velocity for the next set of readings.

The time required to execute the Accelerometer subroutine is 20.02 ms.

All Gemini subroutines are located in Module 1 (called hard core). The Gimbal Angle 
subroutine uses 138, 13 bit memory locations and the Accelerometer subroutine 
uses 135, 13 bit memory locations.

6.4 Figure 3, a simplified diagram showing the Gemini Computer and Inertial 
Measuring Unit, provides information to assist the programmer in designing the IGS 
software and in developing and verifying the Gimbal and Accelerometer 
subroutines.

This reconstructed text was written by Charlie Leist and edited by Eugene Mertz in  
September 2011 to replace the missing page 12 of the original document.
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